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ABSTRACT 
 
Hydropower is generated from three  reservoirs in the United States Army Corps 
of Engineer’s Savannah District.  These reservoirs include J. Strom Thurmond, Richard 
B. Russell, and Hartwell.  Currently, a contract in place specifies that certain amount of 
energy must be provided to the region.  The contract for the hydropower was based upon 
the critical hydrologic year of 1981.  Historically, this was the most severe drought on 
record and assumed to provide the lowest net inflows for the three reservoirs, thus 
providing an attainable or reliable energy amount for the system, which suggests a 
dependable energy yield. 
Reevaluating the contract amount and the period of obligation for energy 
production could create more consistent energy costs and allow for a more flexible basin 
management strategy.  The analysis of factors that effects the hydropower generation 
would also provide insight into hydropower forecasting and strategies.  This will lead to 
an increased control on environmental influences and higher economic benefit from the 
entire watershed.  All of these factors would result in a greater overall benefit to regional 
consumers. 
Analysis of 25 years of operational data has shown that a 90% reliable yield is 
about 40% less than the current contract.  Moreover, the weekly restraints on generation 
requirements are often set too high as the frequency of meeting the contact amount is 
barely 30% for most months.  These inconsistencies result in a cost variation which 
affects the consumers.  Statistical analysis of historic energy generation provides 
procedures to determine a reliable energy yield by observing generation amounts that 
 iii 
occur within an acceptable amount of risk.  The reliable amount of energy was found to 
be about 15,500 MWh, which is significantly less than the current contract.   
Additional conclusions from this study found that visitation could have a much 
greater economic impact over hydropower generation.  In addition, local inflow to the 
Hartwell basin exhibited the strongest correlation to the system hydropower generation.  
These conclusions will help with new management, operation, and forecasting strategies 
in the Savannah River Basin.   
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The appropriate management and allocation of the Earth’s natural resources is 
paramount for current and future generations.  Water is one of the most naturally 
abundant resources on the globe and is used in countless applications.  From sustaining 
botanical ecosystems to generating billions of megawatts of energy, water is a critical 
crutch for the domestic and global community.  Reservoirs provide access to clean energy 
through hydroelectric generation, while also providing a source for public water supply, 
meeting environmental constraints, and recreation opportunities.   
A finite water supply, sustained by the hydrologic cycle, will only reasonably 
support a fixed number of residents with an established allocation of water use.  
However, with the exponential nature of population growth, the water supply is strained 
to meet the demand for the first time in history, which is a global crisis.  Finding the most 
appropriate allocation of uses for a strained water supply is an increasing concern for 
governing bodies, although the repercussions affect the entire planet's population.  
Additionally, changing weather patterns have led to recent global apprehension of 
forecasting precipitation patterns and a dependable yield of rainfall and runoff.  Greater 
weather uncertainty and ongoing population expansion has created an increased desire to 
prepare for future hydrologic events while effectively managing current resources. 
 Water is the keystone for both economic growth and environmental sustainability, 
which establishes the desire for a reliable management strategy in order to adequately 
meet the needs of society. 
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Problem Statement 
 
While the allocation and optimal management of the Savannah River Basin has 
historically been a profound concern, consecutive years of severe drought has brought to 
light a possible reconsideration in the priority structure of water usage.  Balancing the 
needs of hydropower generation, reservoir storage balance, public water supply demand, 
and maintaining an ecological equilibrium in the downstream reach has caused 
competition regarding priority for water allocation.  Additionally, because the basin spans 
several southeastern states, the allotment and sharing of resources is a constant concern 
for development and growth between governing bodies.  Local, state, and federal 
agencies, as well as the public, have differing views on the best strategy to manage the 
water.  The current energy contract obligations are frequently unattainable with current 
hydrologic conditions and basin management strategies.  Establishing a dependable 
energy yield is necessary for the consistent operation of the basin.  Additionally, 
understanding the impact of tourism, hydropower, and other factors are important in the 
consideration of future water allocation and planning. 
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Project Objective 
 
The objective of this project is to evaluate the energy allocation of the Savannah 
River Basin’s reservoirs and its effects on the region.  Several specific objectives include: 
 
1. Determining the frequency of meeting the current energy contract on an 
annual, monthly, and seasonal basis from 1984-2009.   
2. Establishing an alternative dependable energy yield based upon historic 
generation patterns. 
3. Assess the dominant influence between hydroelectric generation and 
recreation through an economic measure of benefit to the region.   
4. Inspect the influence that inflows and lake levels have on system generation. 
 
The objectives will provide a comprehensive understanding of the energy 
practices and expectations from the reservoirs within the Savannah River Basin.  
Evaluating the energy contracts and constraints for the operation of these reservoirs will 
help provide better insight concerning operational management of the reservoir system 
with competing uses. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Overview 
The Savannah River basin stretches from the Appalachian mountains of North 
and South Carolina to the city of Savannah on the Atlantic Ocean.  The watershed 
encompasses some 10,500 square miles and straddles the 300 mile border of Georgia and 
South Carolina.  The basin includes the Seneca and Tugaloo Rivers that converge to 
make up the Savannah River.  Other major contributing tributaries to the basin include 
the Chattooga, Little, and 
Broad Rivers (as shown in 
Figure 2.1).  Additionally, the 
Savannah River Basin 
maintains a reservoir network 
including five significant 
bodies of water.  The Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
operate the three largest reservoirs Hartwell, Richard B. Russell, and J. Strom Thurmond.  
These three reservoirs encompass over 150,000 acres between Seneca, South Carolina 
and Augusta, Georgia.  The reservoirs are some of the most visited Army Corps lakes in 
the country and greatly influence the local economy.  Over 17 million people visit the 
155 picnic areas annually, creating a considerable tourism industry.  Duke Energy 
operates Keowee and Jocassee, two other reservoirs in the basin. 
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Most of these reservoirs were constructed in the 1950s and 1960s to provide flood 
control and power generation across the region.  All of the reservoirs and subsequent 
power plants are capable of generating hydroelectric power.  These power stations 
operate with the intention of being “peaking stations” for the power grid, which assist 
power generation during the peak daily demand and serves as a clean, reliable and 
inexpensive energy source.  The Russell power plant is also equipped with pumpback 
units that pump water from Thurmond to Russell for additional energy benefit during 
peak hours.  Beyond flood control and power 
generation, more than 75 local municipalities receive 
over one billion gallons per day for water supply from 
the reservoirs or the Savannah River downstream of 
Augusta, Georgia.  These reservoirs, particularly 
Strom Thurmond as it is furthest downstream, also 
serve to maintain the sensitive natural environment in 
the downstream stretch of the Savannah River as it nears the coast.  The basin as a whole 
is home to over 75 rare and endangered plants and animals.  A steady flow of fresh water 
is needed to maintain the sensitive eco-balance for all these species to survive.  
Moreover, the flow control from the reservoir network maintains flow rates significant 
enough to hinder the influence of salt water intrusion at the river’s estuary in Savannah.  
This downstream flow also provides navigable channels for shipping and a dilution 
mechanism for pollutants.  Consistent and proper management of the basin includes the 
operation of the reservoir network that controls the economic and environmental well-
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being of the entire region.  Pertinent data for these three reservoirs are provided in Table 
2.1. 
 
Table 2.1- Reservoir Characteristics 
 Unit Hartwell Russell Thurmond 
Reservoir Area Acre 56000 26500 71100 
Local Drainage Area Square Miles 2088 802 3244 
Shoreline Miles 962 540 1200 
Summer Full Pool Elevation* FT 660 475 330 
Average Pool Elevation FT 652 473 327.5 
Average Tailwater Elevation FT 481.6 327.5 191 
Depth Behind Dam FT 180 165 180 
Dam Length FT 1900 1904 2282 
Dam Height FT 204 210 200 
Average Operating Head FT 171 144 136 
Power Capacity MW 264 600 380 
Generator Units # 5 8 7 
Average Annual Energy MWH/year 453,000 464,500 698,000 
*Elevations are noted as feet above mean sea level 
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Figure 2.1 - Summarized Savannah Basin Flow Diagram (Major Rivers, USACE 
 Savannah District, 2009) 
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Savannah River Basin Operations 
 
The basin, as a single, comprehensive unit, makes up a complex array of uses and 
meets myriad needs.  Establishing and evaluating hierarchy structures creates a platform 
for additional comparison studies.  There are a multitude of laws to protect the water, the 
ecosystem around it, and the citizens who use it.  A few examples of regulations to be 
considered include the Water Resources Development Act of 1996, the South Carolina 
Flood Mitigation Program, and the Water Resources and Planning Act of 1976.  
Additionally, meeting the electricity production contract with SEPA, and diligently 
working to achieve goals set by the South Carolina Water Plan of 2004, among many 
other regulations and policies, instills a web of competing needs and allocations for 
reservoir operation. While these acts and guidelines may focus on different aspects of 
watershed management, the overarching goal for all the regulations is to maintain or 
improve the sustainable benefit of the watershed.    
Depending on the allocation, the value of water can be evaluated based on the 
flow, reservoir elevation, volume, or acreage.  Electricity production is sold in dollars per 
megawatt-hour ($/MWh), which is a function of both flow rate and reservoir elevation.  
The benefits from tourism, water supply, lakeside property, and environmental quality 
also play important factors in the value of reservoir management. The current allocation 
priority features a storage balance between the two largest reservoirs, Hartwell and 
Thurmond.  The Savannah River Basin has an allocation hierarchy structure from the 
highest priority to the least as (USACE, Authorized Purposes, 2009). 
 1. Flood Control  
2. Water Supply 
3. Environment Sustainability
4. Power Generation
5. Recreation/Tourism/Local Economics 
Navigation downstream of Augusta was also originally
with decreased commercial need,
allocation structure is based on safety for the public and nature.  With sufficient inflows, 
reservoir levels can be kept high and all 
drought conditions, sacrifices to recreation and power generation are the first to be felt.  
 
The instantaneous generation of electricity from water potential is governed by:  
Where  
P = power in kilowatts (kW), 
Q = discharge or flow rate through the turbine:  
H = net head above the turbine:  m 
 = combined fictional and minor losses:  m
 = the unit weight of water:  
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 part of the allocation
 the navigation requirement is all but ignored.  The 
allocations can normally be met.  H
Hydroelectric Generation 
 
 
 
m3/s (cfs) 
(ft) 
 (ft) 
9,881 N/m3 (62.4 lb/ft3) 
  
.  However 
owever in 
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e = the efficiency of the turbine(s) often between 0.85 - 0.95 
α = conversion constant = 1 or (737.56 ft-lb/s) 
There are, of course, physical operational limits of the dam and turbines and it should be 
noted that this equation describes instantaneous power generation.  The net head (H) 
changes not only with the reservoir elevation but also with the tailwater or the elevation 
of the water downstream.  The tailwater elevation is assumed to be constant at its 
historical average elevation; however it can, and does, vary.  Furthermore, the turbine 
efficiency and other losses also tend to vary slightly depending on the net head.  In most 
circumstances, the elevation change over a short timeframe is relatively small, so 
efficiency and frictional losses are assumed constant.  
The common unit of energy, kilowatt hours (kWh), could be determined by 
simply multiplying the instantaneous power by the number of generation hours, assuming 
flow rate and elevation are unvarying.  With all other variables assumed constant, it can 
be deduced that a higher reservoir elevation allows for greater power potential.  Likewise, 
a higher flow rate also gives greater power potential.  This again displays the competing 
influences of reservoir management.  Keeping the reservoirs at capacity maximizes the 
energy and recreation potential, however discourages releases, which lower the elevation.  
High discharge values can provide more energy but can cause damage downstream.  
Large inflows and releases can create fluctuations in storage volumes that can lower the 
lake-side property value and visitations.  If the reservoirs were kept at or near capacity 
and released only a fraction of the inflows, the amount and consistency of energy would 
most likely be insufficient and unreliable.  A dependable yield of energy needs to 
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consider the elevation and expected inflow and or discharge of the reservoir.  Appendix E 
provides Storage vs. Elevation curves and equations showing that the volume of water 
behind the dam is directly related to the elevation.  Figures 2.2 – 2.4 show the total 
energy potential for each reservoir with respect to elevation as given by the USACE. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 - Energy Potential with Respect to Elevation for Hartwell (USACE Savannah 
 District, Water Control Manual, 2009) 
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Figure 2.3 - Energy Potential with Respect to Elevation for Russell (USACE Savannah 
 District, Water Control Manual, 2009) 
 
 
Figure 2.4 - Energy Potential with Respect to Elevation for Thurmond (USACE 
 Savannah District, Water Control Manual, 2009) 
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Role of the Southeastern Power Administration 
 
SEPA is responsible for marketing the energy produced from the USACE 
controlled reservoirs to electric cooperatives and municipalities throughout ten 
Southeastern states from Virginia to Mississippi.  “The objectives of Southeastern are to 
market the electric power and energy generated by the Federal reservoir projects and to 
encourage widespread use of the power at the lowest possible cost to consumers (SEPA 
Annual Report 2007)”.  Nearly 500 cooperatives and public entities utilized the five 
billion megawatt-hours of energy produced in 2007 to service over 12 million people in 
the Southeastern United States.  Regionally, hydroelectric power accounts for 
approximately 2% of the total demand, with the vast majority of hydro projects being 
operated by the USACE (SEPA Annual Report 2007). 
As stated previously, the USACE controls the operation of the three reservoirs of 
interest in the Savannah District.  Working with the existing knowledge of the current 
system and weekly weather projections, the Corps decides on the volume of water to be 
released over the next week based on a hierarchy structure of decisional rules.  These 
rules were established to ensure water is shared appropriately among the users and needs 
of the basin, while considering the current drought level.  They include maintaining flows 
downstream, conserving the relative elevation difference between Hartwell and 
Thurmond, as well as environmental sustainability considerations and energy obligations.  
With respect to the various requirements of the basin, each reservoir has a volume of 
water to be moved through the reservoir network.  The elevation of each volume is at an 
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observed or projected level, allowing the power potential to be estimated independent of 
discharge rate, as seen in Figures 2.2 - 2.4.  Then SEPA, working with local 
municipalities and electric cooperatives, decides when the electricity will be produced.  
This decision typically results in energy being produced during working hours or early 
evening, when the market rates are at their highest.   
Market energy rates are constantly changing on an hourly, daily, weekly, and 
monthly basis.  This is a direct function of supply and demand.  The Southeastern United 
States has long, hot summers with typically mild winters.  The energy rates are very high 
in the summer due to high energy demand from air conditioning and refrigeration uses.  
The winter, while short and mild, creates a need for heating and likewise has a higher 
market cost to the region.  Spring and fall are typically moderate in temperature so energy 
needed for heating or cooling is minimal and the cost of energy is also lower.  Seasons 
are not the only factors as the temperature may also affect the rates.  Furthermore, the 
time of day has price variation as well.  Late night hours, with lighting and other 
electronic devices turned off, gives a surplus in energy and a minimal energy price.  On 
the other hand, typical work hours from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. have much higher rates because 
homes and offices utilize much more energy, creating more demand and higher market 
prices.  
 Reservoir management strategy attempts to meet the weekly generation 
requirements that have been defined by the energy contract.  The contract considers the 
three reservoirs as one system, thus in theory the energy production could come from any 
combination of the power plants.  As Thurmond controls the flow to the Savannah River 
15 
 
and downstream users, a large portion of the contract is usually met by the Thurmond 
power plant.  Thurmond produces more than 40% of the energy in the basin on a yearly 
average.  Fundamentally, the energy contract guarantees that a specified amount of 
energy will be issued to the grid.  The specified amount ideally comes from the 
reservoirs, but if not enough water is available then energy is bought from other 
producers to meet the contract amount.  From the USACE point of view, the energy 
contract obligation is not necessarily a priority, as water supply and environmental 
factors trump energy needs (USACE Savannah District, Water Control Manual, 2009).  
Because of the allocation priority structure, if the energy production does not meet the 
contracted amount, replacement energy is bought from the national grid to cover the 
difference.  Market energy rates are 10 to 15 times greater than the SEPA energy rates. 
Typical monthly market and SEPA rates are shown in Figure 2.5.  When meeting or 
exceeding contract, the significantly lower SEPA rates act as a government subsidy to 
regional users.  Energy produced in excess of the contract amount is continued to be sold 
at the SEPA rate with the associated benefit being passed on to the public.  This normally 
happens when large inflows enter the basin and the USACE must move a large amount of 
water to avoid flood stage in the reservoirs.   
16 
 
 
Figure 2.5 - Comparison between SEPA and Market Energy Rates   
 
Figure 2.5 displays the vastly different values between commercial market rates 
of energy and the SEPA value.  While the generation contract is not necessarily the 
highest objective of the agencies involved, the effective penalty to the public can be felt 
with increased energy costs.  Re-evaluating this contract to meet the monthly or yearly 
output could allow for additional water storage.  This would provide higher reservoir 
levels, which creates not only more efficient electric production but also beneficial visitor 
rates.  However, it may decrease the overall amount of energy benefit to the region.  
As the objective of SEPA is to provide the cheapest energy rates possible, the 
rates are calculated to pay the original construction loan while also covering operations, 
maintenance, and upgrades of the reservoirs.  In the most basic sense, the financial 
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requirement is divided by the expected number of megawatt-hours produced annually to 
arrive at a dollar per megawatt-hour ($/MWh) price.  The $/MWh is the rate at which 
energy is sold.  It is similar to the smaller scale, $/kWh, at which household electricity is 
sold.  SEPA does not own transmission lines and there are also costs associated with the 
nameplate capacity of turbines with preferred customers; however, these will not be 
considered in this project. 
SEPA rates are determined to cover the operational cost and loan payback of the 
reservoirs within 50 years from initial completion.  There are additional revenue factors 
besides energy not considered here, such as, transmission and capacity pricing.  The 
market values in Figure 2.5 show the 2007-2008 (2008 government fiscal year) energy 
rates.  The difference between the SEPA and Market values are the benefit of a 
subsidized rate, aimed at reducing energy costs while paying for the reservoir 
construction. 
 
Additional Agency Involvement 
 
 The management of watershed basins crosses many professional sectors affecting 
the entire region.  Therefore, several additional state and federal agencies are involved in 
the management of such a diverse asset.  Outside of the Army Corps of Engineers and the 
Southeastern Power Administration, additional agencies such as the South Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) and Department of Health and 
Environmental Control (DHEC) have important considerations for the operation and 
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sustainability of the basin.  DNR polices the lakes and surrounding property for fishing 
and hunting permitting, as well as effectively managing the sensitive wildlife in and 
around the basin.  Both South Carolina and Georgia DNR offices influence the Savannah 
River Basin.  DHEC is primarily concerned with the water quality of the basin to suit 
wildlife and other users through monitoring chemical and biological levels.  Weather 
projections are handled by the National Weather Service (NWS) and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to estimate the rainfall and 
subsequent runoff entering the local reservoir basins.  Furthermore, the River Forecast 
Center (RFC) is also consulted so the Army Corps can efficiently manage the water 
resources with the best available information.  The United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) is contracted to assist in monitoring observed basin rainfall and stream flows. 
 Additionally, there are flood, drought, and management committees to ensure the 
basin is operated in such a manner as to benefit competing uses and locations 
appropriately.  Locations in this case describe differing opinions of users between 
reservoirs, river flow, and estuary concerns.  Public groups and individuals also influence 
the management of the basin.  The number of organizations and agencies concerned with 
the implementation strategy for the Savannah District is a testimony to the value of this 
watershed.  As further development in the region continues, the effective management of 
the basin is inherent for all parties.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
Efficiently managing reservoir operations has been an important topic for 
decades.  Working to find the maximum potential and firm reliability from water 
resources is a difficult and dynamic process encompassing several disciplines.  Typically 
past research has been focused in arid regions of the world, such as the Western United 
States.  Ever increasing water demands calls for expertly managed watersheds to achieve 
the greatest benefit to society.  The field of water resource management has been 
influenced by researchers of many backgrounds.  Engineering, economic, statistical, and 
optimization disciplines have been involved in exploring the influences and effects of 
watershed management.   
Regardless of the field, a balance between water allocations is nearly always 
necessary since reservoirs have multiple competing uses and benefits.  A priority 
structure between the different uses of the water is typically well established.  The weight 
or influence of such allocations, however, can vary significantly depending on the 
regional needs and basin characteristics.  For instance, flood control and water supply 
typically are non-compromised uses.  On the other hand, the influence of energy 
production, irrigation, and recreation is more readily debatable among policy makers and 
experts. 
Previous work in reservoir management has included dependable energy yield, 
recreation and hydropower balance, competing uses conflict, and regression analysis.  
These topics were investigated for applications to the Savannah River basin.  They were 
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seen as most pertinent to Savannah Basin while attempting to meet the project objectives. 
Irrigation needs are typically a major focus of past research; however the current land use 
of the Savannah River basin is not as dependent on irrigation as regions in the Western 
United States.  Therefore, it will not be investigated in this study.   
 
Dependable Yield 
 
With respect to hydroelectric energy generation, reliable energy yield or “firm 
energy” is the capacity to produce energy through reasonably dry or mild drought 
conditions (Crampton and Stoft, 2007).  Generally speaking, it is the amount of energy 
that a reservoir can typically guarantee in most years.  These expectations are often used 
to establish the basic electric rates.  
In an evaluation for further development of Ghana’s national electric potential, 
the firm yield from hydropower was considered as what was available in 49 out of 50 
years (Baisel and Sackey, 1992).  The hydropower for Ghana is a significant portion of 
the generated power nationally, so the reliability for the Southeastern region would be 
considerably less than the 98% as adopted by Baisel and Sackey (1992). 
Lavender and Donnelly (2003) assessed the economic risk of operating a 
combined hydroelectric and geothermal power plant.  The team utilized the energy yield 
diagram with Acres Reservoir Simulation Program (ARSP) to establish appropriate 
management strategies.  In particular, data maximizing the average energy yield verses 
maximizing the firm energy yield was considered.  The firm energy in this case was the 
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hydrologic risk of 1:30 years, with 55 years of data.  Understanding the capabilities and 
risks with both energy yields was important for operational rules.  Lavender and 
Donnelly (2003) addressed hydro power risks with reservoir management.  Sufficient risk 
of 1:10 and 1:20 year (90% and 95% reliable) were evaluated as normal operating risks.  
It was also noted that a slight increase in energy amounts can result in a large increase in 
the hydrologic risk within the system.   
Christofides et al. (2005) focused on a 90% inflow reliability factor when 
showing the effects of lake levels and reservoir health.  In this case, health included many 
uses such as power generation, water supply, tourism, and irrigation.  An emphasis on the 
tourism and lake levels with water quality was made for the Plastiras Lake in Greece. 
Kim (1999) described safe yield as the amount of energy that is 100% reliable and 
its importance in consideration of reservoir operation.  The Coordinated Multiple 
Reservoir Operating Model (CoMOM) and Mixed Integer Network Flow imbedded 
Linear Programming (MINFLP) models were used for optimizing energy potential.  It is 
stated by Kim (1999) that, “The seasonal supply of water causes annual fluctuations in 
the reservoir volume and associated variations in power and energy potential.  It 
determines whether or not the plant can be operated over long periods of time, that is 
only during a few hours of peak load periods, or base-loaded for longer periods.”  The 
operation models showed a 5.6% increase in energy because of perfect flow prediction 
and increased lake elevations, which gave more energy potential.  Flexibility within the 
operational rules, while taking advantage of high reservoir levels was important in 
optimizing energy for hydro power generation. 
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In a study considering the planning and effects of hydroelectric generation, Haney 
and Plummer (2007) stated that the dependable energy yield calculations for reservoirs 
most often did not consider effects to other parts of the basin.  Also, reliable yield 
calculations were based on a single data set which could be skewed leading to 
undependable generation estimates.  Flow estimates considering the complete basin 
should also be accounted for with point estimates.  Haney and Plummer (2007) also noted 
the importance and improved accuracy of generation estimates when coupled with 
weather and climate projections, as currently practiced in the Savannah River Basin.   
Ramachandra et al. (2000) discussed the process of planning for hydropower 
development in India and described the procedure to establish a 90% accurate annual 
“water availability” utilizing 10 day weather forecasts.  The study suggested a 90% 
reliability due to storage as opposed to generation or stream flow estimates.  Large 
reservoirs would benefit greatly from this process due to the resilience to elevation 
changes.  The more land area a reservoir encompasses, the volume per foot in the 
conservation pool is also greater.  Thus, reservoirs with large surface area are more 
“resilient” because more water is needed to change the reservoir elevation.  
With the advancement of technology, many engineers have moved to “synthetic 
hydrology” that creates future conditions that are based upon historical events.  ReVelle 
(1999) suggests that reliability from synthetic hydrology is not necessarily accurate to 
address the needs of designers because the actual worst case event is needed to make 
100% reliability assumptions.  Of course these conditions can be exceeded in time, but 
using the worst event minimizes risk to the system with strong historical justification.  
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Historic data gives 100% certainty of events while projections create doubt within the 
confidence in the accuracy of results.  As in the Savannah River Basin, the current energy 
contract was based upon the worst drought on record.  However, those conditions have 
since been eclipsed and therefore need to be revised including the worst drought on 
record.  Typically, these studies and observations have been made with respect to stream 
flows, although other reliability assumptions can be made in a similar fashion. 
The sensitivity of reliable yields was evaluated by Wurbs (2005) using WRAP 
(Water Rights Analysis Package) software for reservoirs in Texas.  Analyzing the 
frequency of meeting target amounts and expectations can be addressed using the 
software.  It was found that small changes in reliability created a large change in expected 
volumes. According to Wurbs (2005), “Reliabilities are also highly dependent on 
reservoir storage capacity and multiple-reservoir or river system operating rules.”  The 
firm yield of the Savannah River Basin is influenced by the operating rules of all three 
reservoirs as well as the downstream constraints.  Adjusting just one constraint or 
objective can have large effects throughout the basin. 
 The effects of climate change on the firm or reliable energy yield from Western 
states' hydropower plants were examined by the Aspen Environmental Group and M. 
Cubed (2005).  It was concluded that firm energy yields will be reduced by 3%-7% over 
the next several decades.  The stream flows and reservoirs in the study were mainly 
founded from snow pack and glacial supplies which had been shown to be susceptible to 
climate change.  The effects could be seen not only through changes in predicted volume 
but also seasonal timing.  Changing patterns might maintain the overall amount of rain, 
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flow, or snow melt but the timing when flows occur would shift the potential outlook that 
previous historic scenarios suggested (Aspen Environmental Group and M.Cubed, 2005).  
If this is applied to hydroelectric power in the Southeast, it calls for the analysis focusing 
on not only the quantity of stream flow yields but also the seasonal variation, which 
dictates power production timing.    
 
Hydropower and Recreation 
 
 
Work by Dabnath et al. (2009) set out to determine the maximum “net social 
benefit” of a lake in northeast Oklahoma.  The allocation between uses was broken into 
consumptive and non-consumptive uses. The objectives of the work focused on balancing 
the benefit from hydroelectric generation, lake recreation or tourism, and the local water 
supply.  Additionally, consideration for flood control and minimum stream releases were 
important factors that constrained the economic model.  With hydroelectric generation 
and water supply being straightforward quantifiable terms, only the value of lake 
recreation needed additional investigation.  Boyer et al. (2008) estimated the value of 
individual visitors for several lakes in Oklahoma with a random utility travel cost model.  
Dabnath et al. (2009) used a conservative visitor value combined with a study by Roberts 
et al. (2006) that estimated the reduced visitor value relative to lake levels below the 
design elevation. Roberts et al. (2006) concluded that the value per visitor was reduced 
by $0.82 per foot below the design elevation.  Dabnath et al. (2009) concluded that 
maintaining the lake level at a higher elevation over the summer months was more 
beneficial than always meeting the immediate hydroelectric demand.  Storing the water 
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for use later in the year provided only a small decline in hydroelectric revenue while 
producing a significantly higher tourism rates from higher lake elevations.   
A similar study by Ward and Lynch (1996) evaluated the economic relationship 
between hydroelectric power and recreation.  For a multi reservoir system with relatively 
high operation heads, Ward and Lynch (1996) showed that hydropower production was 
economically more beneficial than recreation.  Minimum releases were not investigated 
and the lakes did not draw significant visitor numbers to counter the power production.  
The power production was also idealized with current market rates as opposed to 
subsidized rates of an agency like SEPA; however net consumer benefit would more 
accurately reflect work by Ward and Lynch (1996). 
Recreation has been investigated separately to gain greater understanding of the 
most beneficial use of reservoir and river resources.  River resources for the Savannah 
River basin are controlled by reservoir operation and are deemed relevant for 
comprehensive understanding of the basin.  Loomis (1987) evaluated the value of 
instream recreation between fishing, boating, and shoreline activities.  The travel cost and 
contingent valuation methods were used to consider the river flow rate per unit volume.  
Loomis (1987) determined values ranging from about $25/ac-ft to $6/ac-ft as combined 
recreational benefits.  Comparatively, irrigation waters were valued at approximately 
$7.25/ac-ft.  Similar studies from the time period reflected similar recreation values of 
about $20/ac-ft.   
Frederick et al. (1996) compiled numerous other studies to achieve a 
comprehensive water value analysis for the entire United States for observation and 
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discussion purposes.  The water usage was broken into withdrawal and instream uses 
between 18 regions across the country.  The data presented for the South Atlantic Gulf 
region was the combined value of waste disposal, recreation and wildlife, water supply, 
and irrigation.  Between 17 sources, the averaged values were $1, $3, $37, and $20/ac-ft, 
respectively, using 1994 dollar values for comparison purposes.  It is noted that the 
averages can be weighed heavily by a single value and the variability of each basin 
within the regions can be drastic; therefore these values may not accurately represent the 
actual values of the Savannah River basin. 
 
Conflict among Competing Users 
 
Hatch and Hanson (2001) investigated conflict allocations for reservoir 
management in the Southeastern United States.  The study exemplified the importance 
between several water uses and the effects of change.  Lower lake levels were expected to 
have a significantly adverse effect on property values while maintaining high lake levels 
increased tourism revenue by approximately $4 million/month of full pool period.  Even 
though irrigation, water supply, and other factors were not considered, it was clear that 
maintaining high lake levels for as long as possible gave the greatest benefit to the region. 
Another study by Hatch et al. (2002) further evaluated the influence of reservoir 
levels on recreation and property values of six reservoirs in the Southeast.  Several forms 
of consumer surveys and willingness to pay studies showed that a hypothetical yet 
permanent reduction of a reservoir could have a 4-15% reduction in property value and 4-
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30% reduction in recreation revenues.  With nearly $450 million net worth in recreation 
alone, the influence of the reservoirs and their optimum operation on the local economy 
became significant (USACE, Value to the Nation, 2009).  The variability, drawdown, and 
decreased surface elevations in reservoirs have been shown to have a negative effect on 
lake front property values.  Decreased lake levels exhibit not only diminishing economic 
and aesthetic appeal but also lake safety and accessibility.  Even small changes in 
elevation can have enough impact to cause the evaluation of public policies (Kashian, 
2007).  The economic effects are witnessed in decreased shoreline and increased distance 
from house to shore.  Michael et al. (2003) showed that marginal, to up to 18%, 
reductions in property values per 100 meters from the shoreline in the Chesapeake Bay 
area for developed property.  Two other studies, by Boyle and Taylor (2001) and Krystel 
et al. (2003), found shoreline values to be between $72-$456/foot and $80-$421/ft of 
shoreline for lake studies in Maine and Mississippi, respectively.  The normal operational 
drawdown investigated by Kharari-Chhrertri and Hite (1989) reduced the undeveloped 
property prices by nearly $8,500 per one foot of lake elevation in South Carolina.  The 
property values here are often specific to permanent reductions in water levels, whereas 
normal reservoir management experiences temporary fluctuations.  With this in mind, 
effects of lake levels on property values will not be considered in this study.  The 
importance of lake levels to recreational and housing economics cannot be denied and 
need to be considered for comprehensive reservoir management strategies.   
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Regression 
 
Ming (2001) discussed the importance of real time operational strategies that were 
found from linear regression and other smoothing techniques.  Variable step-reduction 
was used to indicate the influence of particular variables on a large reservoir in Southern 
China.  The analysis showed that the models could be very accurate during the dry 
seasons, yet significantly less reliable during typically rainy seasons.  This was attributed 
to the high variability of inflows during wet or rainy seasons.   
Takeuchi (1998) described the importance of reservoir inflows as they controlled 
further function within the reservoir and the downstream reach.  Inflow was even more 
important for small reservoirs where the inflow verses reservoir storage ratio was high.  
Furthermore, Takeuchi stated that most professionals realized the historical data did not 
encompass all the runoff and inflow possibilities, even with 50 to 100 years of data.  
Mathematical models were used to predict the capabilities of generation and other 
variables with an associated risk of error considering unstable realities of forecasting.  
Analysis of small timeframes also allowed specific events to be described more 
accurately, while longer timeframes are used to establish cyclic and general trends.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
PROCEDURES 
 
 The diversity of the project objectives forces a comprehensive understanding of 
the entire basin.  Not only is the investigation of standard reservoir operational strategies 
important in the analysis, but the influence that public, private, local and federal sectors 
have on the objectives were also important to consider.  Competing water uses lead to 
economic, engineering, and marketing results for the greater understanding of all parties 
involved.  The complexity and impact of the Savannah River Basin operation should not 
be underestimated.  
 The majority of the data that was compiled came directly from the USACE 
Savannah District website, through the Data Retrieval Interface (USACE Savannah 
District, Data Retrieval Interface, 2009).  Daily averaged recordings such as local inflow, 
reservoir level, energy generation and precipitation were easily accessible through the 
database. 
 Although other information sources, such as the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) stream flow data was available, the USACE data was considered the most 
accurate and readily useable.  The nature and scale of hydrologic data, lends to great 
variability of field data.  Rainfall patterns can vary across a few hundred yards, let alone 
the hundreds of miles across the Savannah basin.  The Savannah River basin has over 
10,000 square miles and only about 50 rain and stream flow data recorders.  Although the 
Savannah basin is relatively small, it also includes approximately 15 significant rivers in 
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addition to other streams which total more than 4,000 river miles.  At this time, it is 
simply impractical to suggest that data be collected more densely.  Similarly, with 
potentially hundreds of small streams and other nonpoint sources, recording each inflow 
is not possible.  Moreover, the magnitude of smaller inflows is insignificant with respect 
to major rivers and other sources.  So, rather than sum the inflows of each river and 
stream, the effects of the combined inflows are measured.   In this case, the change in 
reservoir elevation is observed, and then inflows can be calculated from the change in 
elevation.  This calculation can be made because the volume of water released through 
the turbines and the elevation of the reservoir is known at all times.  The change in 
storage is calculated using the storage versus elevation relationship.  Thus once a new 
elevation has been observed, the inflow within a certain time period can be back 
calculated due to the net gain or loss of volume over that time period.  Of course, this is 
highly dependent upon the accuracy of the instrumentation, not to mention the sensitivity 
of the stage-storage relationship used to calculate storage volume.  The nature of the 
calculations also includes evaporation into the inflow calculation.  Storage versus 
elevation graphs and equations can be found in Appendix E.  Monthly inflow data for 
each of the local reservoir basins were complied that show seasonal changes as well as 
possible historic changes in weather patterns and can be found in Appendix H. 
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Energy Generation Analysis 
 
 The daily generation data was collected from the Data Retrieval Interface 
previously mentioned.  There is a weekly energy target that is governed by a contract in 
which SEPA and USACE contribute to the energy grid.  This is either produced with 
hydropower or bought from other producers to meet the contract value.  The contract 
energy amount has weekly targets that change month to month.  Daily energy generation 
data for each reservoir was compiled separately and then summed over the week.  The 
contract considers the beginning of the week to be Saturday morning at 12:00 A.M. and 
concluding on Friday night at 11:59 P.M.  The system energy objective is to meet the 
contract amount by the end of Friday.  When a week transitions between months, the day 
that Friday resides determines the month of that week and therefore the contract amount.  
The month consideration is important because the contract expectations vary month to 
month leading to different objectives.  The weekly totals from the individual reservoirs 
were then combined for comparison with the contract.  Because the contract considers the 
three power plants as one system, the combined energy output from all three reservoirs is 
the only significant measuring factor.  The weekly generations were then calculated from 
January 1, 1984 to June 5, 2009 and separated by calendar year and month.  Additional 
historic data was available, since the reservoir network was not completed until Richard 
B. Russell reservoir became operational in 1984.  Therefore, 1984 was considered most 
appropriate to begin observations with full operational generation.  This timeframe allows 
for consistent operational analysis with all three reservoirs being functional.  
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Additionally, this timeframe provides sufficient data points to observe natural cycles and 
fluctuations in weather patterns with over 100 weeks for each month.  Also, with 
changing weather patterns, the shorter time period does not allow historic data to effect 
more current averages.  It is also noted that the worst drought on record was 2007 and 
was included in this time period.  Ensuring that the extended 2007 drought was in the 
analysis gave the most severe conditions and therefore critical period needed for risk 
evaluations.  Basic statistics were then applied to the data to establish cumulative, 
percentile, and other meaningful examination tools.   
 Cumulative percentile generations were used to establish the hydrologic risk.  
Each weekly generation was separated by month then compiled and ranked by the 
amount of energy produced.  With the ranked values in descending order, the firm energy 
yield for 90% reliability was calculated. 
 
Energy Value 
 
SEPA’s mission is to provide the cheapest energy possible to the public while 
meeting the financial responsibilities of the reservoir projects.  Due to the scale of the 
electricity demands, energy is bought and sold at rates of dollar per megawatt-hour 
($/MHh).  A flat rate $9.32/MWh, which is currently used, was fixed by SEPA to meet 
the financial responsibilities of the system, which assumed achievable production 
amounts of energy.  The SEPA rate is normally adjusted every five years.  If the energy 
contract amount is not met, energy must be bought from the grid to satisfy the contact for 
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the electric cooperatives.  The cost of buying energy from the grid is significantly higher 
than the SEPA price, as much as 10 to 15 times the SEPA rates.  Buying replacement 
energy offsets the value of energy initially intended by SEPA.  The SEPA and market 
rates considered for this analysis are the most current information available which date 
from 2007 and 2007-2008, respectively.  The two scenarios that control the effective rate 
include, exceeding the contract amount and not meeting the contract amount.  If the 
energy produced meets or exceeds the contract, the effective rate is simply equal to the 
SEPA rate ($9.32/MWh), Equation (1).  If the energy produced is less than the contract, 
then the effective energy rate can be calculated by Equation (2):  
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Contract Generation indicates the amount of energy specified by the contract that the 
three reservoirs (Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond) are expected to produce.  The 
contract considers a weekly target that varies on a monthly basis.  Market Rates are 
industry energy rates at which energy is bought from the national energy grid, which vary 
monthly and annually.  The scenarios above illustrate that meeting the energy contract 
will give the intended value of $9.32/MWH, while not meeting the contract will create a 
higher cost that is simply passed on to the consumers and can be significantly more than 
the intended SEPA value.  The closer the contract value is to the reliable yield the more 
desirable the price is for the consumer.   
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There are times when the difference in price (Market Price - SEPA Price) is 
considered a net benefit for the customers.  The net benefit consideration is important and 
differs from the effective rate because no matter how much energy is produced, every 
megawatt-hour from hydropower is sold at the SEPA price.  The benefit of hydropower is 
maintained, regardless of contract, because otherwise that hydropower energy would 
have been bought at much higher market rates.   
 
Visitation to the Savannah River Basin Reservoirs 
 
Visitor rates were gathered from the Army Corps for each of the three reservoirs.  
This data was compiled by individual Corps offices with traffic counters and population 
estimates at various public recreation areas and boat ramps.  The Visitation Estimation 
and Reporting System (VERS) database has been utilized to store and collect the 
visitation data.  Annual rates were collected from 1998-2008 for Hartwell and Russell 
and 2002-2008 for Thurmond.  The annual total was shown in the September monthly 
report.  Additionally, six years of monthly data was collected for Hartwell and three years 
of monthly data for Russell.  The monthly data was used to observe the distribution of 
visitors over months and seasons.  Only annual rates for Thurmond were available, 
therefore monthly distribution estimates were made following the same factors as 
Hartwell.  Multiple years of monthly data was converted to a percentage of the annual 
total and then averaged to approximate the monthly visitation of each reservoir.   
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Regionally, the visitation value from lake activities was estimated from USACE 
Value to the Nation analysis which was conducted using the 1999-2000 nation spending 
survey.  The values were then adjusted and applied to 2006 visitation rates.  This 
economic information is available for all USACE lakes (USACE, Value to the Nation, 
2009).  Two USACE databases were utilized for the visitor value analysis, the Operations 
and Maintenance Business Information Link (OMBIL) and the Visitation Estimation and 
Reporting System (VERS).  OMBIL tracked the economic pricing and values for 
operations of the reservoirs.  Another major contributor to the development of the visitor 
value equation was a civilian economic factor system – Impact Analysis for Planning 
(IMPLAN).  VERS and OMBIL were used to establish the number of visitors and dollars 
spent per visitor while IMPLAN was utilized to estimate the capture rate and regional 
multipliers.  These value estimates vary from other value estimation models because the 
USACE model focused on a 30 mile region surrounding the lakes.  Furthermore, the 
model took advantage of a “bottom up approach” summing the local spending rather than 
taking state averages and distributing them down regionally.  This investigation was 
described by USACE but specifically can be attributed to Stynes et al. (2007), Chang et 
al. (2003), and Jackson et al. (1996).  The local revenue is witnessed through the sales 
within many different sectors and job types from real estate, to restaurants and marinas.  
Other economic contributions include thousands of jobs brought into the region because 
of the lakes.  The total annual spending of visitors, also considering effect factors, was 
then divided by the number of visitors at each of the lakes to arrive at a dollar per visitor 
value.  Because the electricity rates and visitor values were found in different years, an 
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inflation rate of 6.7% was added to the visitation values so comparisons could be made in 
the same year equivalent.  
Debnath el al. (2009) considered that for every one foot below the design pool of 
a lake in Oklahoma, the value per visitor decreased by $0.82.  This rate was based on 
work done by Roberts et al. (2008) using customer surveys to establish a willingness to 
pay for environmental effects of Tenkiller Ferry Lake in Oklahoma.  This lake in 
Oklahoma is also operated by the Army Corps and averages about 2.5 million visitors per 
year.  With the same value analysis as stated previously, Tenkiller Ferry Lake has a value 
per visitor of $18.78 per visit.  Since both the number of visitors and value per visitor 
falls within the range of values for the Savannah River basin lakes, the drop in value of 
$0.82/foot below design pool is considered a reasonable estimate of lost visitation value 
for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond reservoirs.   
The visitation rates and values were used to make estimates of the economic value 
for the region.  These factors were combined so comparison could be made between the 
value of hydropower and recreation. 
 
Regression Analysis 
 
Regression analysis was used to assess the influence of important reservoir factors 
on system energy production.  A linear regression technique similar to that of Ming 
(2001) was used to determine the relative strength of correlations between the dependant 
and independent variables.  Takeuchi (1998) also used linear regression for reservoir 
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analysis.  Following these researchers, linear regression analysis was adopted for this 
study.  However, nonlinear transforms were also evaluated.  Complete calendar years of 
monthly records were compiled from the USACE Data Retrieval Interface for several 
variables.  This resulted in 24 years of data and 288 data points.  The influence of 
reservoir elevation and local inflow were seen as important in the consideration of system 
energy generation.  The nonlinear trials took logbase10 transforms of all the variable data 
to achieve nonlinear correlations.  Although rainfall has a direct relation between runoff 
and inflow, it is less significant than inflow for reservoir operation.  Therefore, inflow 
was seen as the more critical variable to the system.  Multivariable regression provided a 
qualitative investigation to the driving characteristics of the basin.  Several trials were run 
to establish the full weight of factors upon the system.  Table 4.1 shows the variable list 
and Table 4.2 shows the trials preformed.   
Statistical software, SAS 9.2, was used for the multivariable regression.  The 
record provided sufficient data points for regression analysis.  Individual t-values with 
probabilities were assessed to determine the influence or quality of the correlation 
between variables and system generation.  A level of significance of α = 0.01 was used to 
assess the quality of influence.  Absolute values of probability above 0.01 were seen as 
insufficient evidence for strong correlation.  A slope of zero means no correlation with 
data.  The t-value describes the probability of the independent variable having a slope of 
zero.  A very low probability in this case means high correlation.  This could also be 
described as the strength of correlation between the independent and dependant variables.  
The t-value describes the test statistic from standard t-distributions in statistical analysis.  
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An important distinction is that the t-value is not the partial slope of variable but 
describes the probability of the variable having a partial slope of zero.  The t-distribution 
is symmetric about zero and a greater magnitude gives a lower probability that the partial 
slope could be zero.  Starting with six variables, individual variables were removed one at 
a time by choosing the least correlated variable of that trial.  This is similar to the 
systematic variable reduction adopted by Ming (2001).  The least useful parameter was 
determined by the t-value nearest to zero.  Then new trials, with the reduced set of 
variables were run.  Even if some variables were within the desirable level of 
significance, the least useful of that run was removed until only one variable remained.  
 
Table 4.1 - Regression Variable Description 
 
Variable Description 
Elev Monthly reservoir elevation average 
In Monthly average local inflow 
H Hartwell  
R Russell  
T Thurmond  
 
 
 
Table  4.2 - Regression Trial Description 
Set Dependant Variables 
1 In-H, In-R, In-T, Elev-H, Elev-R, Elev-T 
2 Log of Dependant Variables from Set 1 
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 This analysis considered six independent variables that influence the dependant 
variable – system energy.  For the first set, six independent variables were evaluated: 
local inflows for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond as well as the elevation of each 
reservoir.  An example of a linear multivariable equation is described as: 
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Where βs are partial slopes for variables and yo is the y-intercept for the entire equation. 
Higher elevations in the reservoirs allow the operators to have more freedom with 
releases.  Likewise, if significant local inflows to each reservoir are witnessed then 
operators could release greater volumes with confidence.  Conditions that are not ideal 
lead to choices and priorities to be evaluated.  Observing the influence of variables can 
give insight to the operational conditions that determine the amount of energy produced 
from the system. 
A repeat of regression set 1 was conducted with logbase10 transforms on the 
variable data.  This provided nonlinear regression to be evaluated in addition to the linear 
trials. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Energy Generation Analysis 
 
 The compiled data allowed for a variety of reservoir system comparisons.  First, 
the frequency of meeting the current weekly energy target, or contract amount, was found 
annually then grouped by month from 1984-2009.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 - Frequency of Meeting the Weekly Energy Contract.   
 
 
With about 25 years of data, each month had between 105-120 data points.  The 
frequency of meeting the energy contract target on a weekly basis is shown with a 
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monthly distribution in Figure 5.1.  The spring months of March, April, and May have 
the highest frequency of meeting the contract, yet only met the target about half the time.  
On the other hand, July through January shows that expected production is met less than 
25% of the time.    
 
 
Figure 5.2 - Weekly Averaged and Median Generation (50th percentile) as a Percent of 
 Contract Generation. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 displays the monthly breakdown of energy production for the 
Savannah system.  The average and median weekly energy production from the last 25 
years were compared to the contracted target amount of energy.  Due to the nature of 
inflows, their extreme variability, and the reflection inflows have on generation, the 
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median is considered a stronger representation of the reliability for the system.  This is 
because the median reduces the influences of extreme outliers in data sets.   
Figure 5.2 shows that for December through May, the average production was 
above the contract amount; however, January, February, and December median values 
show that more than half of the time the generation was less than the contract.  This could 
illustrate that the amount of energy contracted is appropriate but the weekly contractual 
requirement is too constrictive.  A monthly requirement could possibly be better suited 
for the winter months.   
For March, April, and May the average and median power generation are above 
target values.  The acceptability depends on the permissible level of risk.  Again, the 50th 
percentile gives a reliability of 1:2, which is not a typically accepted reliability.   
With both average and median below contract expectations, the months of June 
through November clearly do not provide a dependable amount of energy.  A 
reevaluation of the amount or schedule is necessary for these months, if not for the entire 
year.   
Table 5.1 shows frequency of meeting full and reduced contract energy.  On 
average, the current contract is met 35% of the time, while a 50% reduction in the energy 
amount would have resulted in a 91% reliable system.  The 50% reduction in contract 
would provide monthly target values that are in a reasonable realm of 1:10 hydrologic 
risk.  Similar cumulative percent analysis showed reliability trends such as Figure 5.3 
below and supported the frequency analysis. 
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Table 5.1 - Frequency of Meeting Different Contact Values  
 
 Frequency of Meeting Contract 
  
Full 
Contract 
75% of 
Contract 
Amount 
50% of 
Contract 
Amount 
January 24% 58% 87% 
February 38% 65% 97% 
March 58% 78% 90% 
April 61% 84% 95% 
May 48% 70% 89% 
June 37% 64% 94% 
July 23% 57% 87% 
August 31% 60% 82% 
September 26% 56% 88% 
October 23% 64% 89% 
November 22% 59% 96% 
December 33% 66% 92% 
Average 35% 65% 91% 
 
 
Figure 5.3 - Cumulative Percent of the Time Generation is Met for January  
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 As can be seen from Figure 5.3, the contract is met or exceeded approximately 
25% of the time or a risk of 3:4.  Firm energy yield, reliability of 90% (1:10 risk), is 
about 12,000 MWh below the contract amount.  Individual monthly graphs like Figure 
5.3 can be found in Appendix D.  Figures 5.4 – 5.7 show similar figures grouped by 
season.  Contract amounts were not plotted for clarity.  The monthly trends in Figure 5.4 
– 5.7 seem to converge, some earlier than others, which could suggest a baseline 
operation for the season. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 - Cumulative Percent of Generation Amount for Winter  
 
Contract Amount 
December:  27,104 MWh 
January:  27,233 MWh 
February: 26,714 MWh 
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Figure 5.5 - Cumulative Percent of Generation Amount for Spring  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 - Cumulative Percent of Generation Amount for Summer Months  
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Figure 5.7 - Cumulative Percent of Generation Amount for Fall  
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 - 90% Reliable Energy Yield Displayed with the Current Energy Contract 
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Table  5.2 - 90th Percentile Energy Value with Contract Reduction 
 
Current 
Contract 
(MWH) 
90th 
Percentile 
(MWH) 
% Reduction 
January 27233 16032 41% 
February 26714 15756 41% 
March 20669 14948 28% 
April 18504 13511 27% 
May 21948 15655 29% 
June 25935 14932 42% 
July 31195 16014 49% 
August 32035 17413 46% 
September 30685 15129 51% 
October 27304 15959 42% 
November 26284 15652 40% 
December 27104 15608 42% 
Average 26301 15551 40% 
 
 
 Figure 5.8 above displays the difference between the 90% reliable energy yield 
and the current contract.  It is important to note that the yield is based off of actual 
observed system generation over the past 25 years.  These values depend upon the 
operation strategies instilled by the USACE over this timeframe.  Figure 5.8 does not 
display a theoretical yield from inflows, but a more realistic actual operation yield.  Table 
5.2 displays the same information with the percent reduction from the contract as an 
additional column.  The 90% reliability yield is much more consistent and averages about 
15,500 MWh per week.  This again could offer a realistic operational baseline for the 
combined Savannah River Basin reservoirs.  The table shows that the current contract is 
on average 40% higher than the firm energy with 90% reliability.   
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Figure 5.9 - Total Annual Energy Produced by the Savannah River Basin reservoirs.   
 
Figure 5.9 shows energy production on annual basis and is compared to the 
contract value.  The total amount of energy produced in a year has been met only 53% of 
the time from 1984-2008.  This does not consider the actual restrictive weekly and 
monthly requirement structure of the contract, only the overall target amount for the year.  
The contract is about 1,370,000 MWh/year depending on how the weeks fall within a 
year.  While the frequency of meeting the annual contract amount is barely 1:2, the 
average amount of energy produced is 9.6% greater than the contract.  Even with an 
average generation of the past 25 years being greater than the contract, the variability in 
the data shows just how difficult it is to make strong long term yield predictions.  The 
90% reliable annual yield is about 900,000 MWh, a 35% reduction from the current 
contract. 
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Energy Rate Analysis 
 
The Southeastern Power Administration is responsible for providing a contracted 
amount of energy to the region while attempting to keep the price as low as possible for 
customers.  Providing the cheapest energy is a direct function of the availability of stored 
water in the reservoir system with the need to move the water downstream.  Figure 5.10 
illustrates the power potential difference due to elevation head between the Savannah 
River Basin reservoirs.  By calculating energy in terms of megawatt-hours, the flow rate 
is reduced to a volume, in this case acre-feet (ac-ft).  It can be seen that Hartwell 
produces nearly 25% more energy per ac-ft than Russell and Thurmond reservoirs.  This 
is directly attributed to the higher head in the Hartwell reservoir than the other two.  The 
efficiency of the Hartwell reservoir could lend itself to the management strategy of 
storing more water in the Hartwell reservoir and removing or reducing the storage 
balance between it and Thurmond.  Operationally, Thurmond is the keystone to the basin 
because of the flow restraint for the downstream users, however all the reservoirs in the 
basin are operated to help meet the downstream objectives. 
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Figure 5.10 - Energy per Acre-foot at Various Depths Below the Summer Full Pool. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 - Energy Rate Comparison between the 2008 Market, SEPA, and Effective 
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Figure 5.11 displays the market, SEPA, and historic effective cost of a megawatt -
hour of energy over the last 25 years from analysis described in Chapter 4.  Notice that 
the effective rate is what was historically witnessed by costumers for the contribution to 
the energy grid from the Savannah River Basin reservoirs.  The effective rate is an 
example of a weighted average between SEPA and market rates considering the energy 
produced.  Since the analysis was done with respect to energy (MWh) and not pricing, 
the current rates were applied at the end of calculations without using the consumer price 
index for inflation adjustments.  Again, the objective of SEPA is to provide the lowest 
energy rate possible to the region.  Compared to other seasons, spring season most often 
exceeded the energy contract and thus has the lowest rates, which reflect the objectives of 
SEPA.  Conversely, the summer months did not often meet the contract and the effective 
rates were significantly higher than in other months, yet remain low compared to the 
market rates.  The energy rates are calculated every five years from expected energy 
yields and are independent of the energy contract that is renewed every 30 years.  The 
sheer number of partners, nearly 500, and lengthy federal processes discourages the 
frequency of renegotiations of the energy contracts between electric cooperatives.  The 
next contract is expected to be updated in 2016.  Simply reducing the amount of the 
energy contract would most likely not give significant benefit to consumers because the 
amount of cheap energy is reduced.  However, the expectations of the consumers would 
be more reasonable with dividends of greater consistency.   
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Reservoir Visitation 
 
 With the visitation records, basic distributions between months and seasons could 
be estimated.  Figure 5.12 displays this breakdown.  Thurmond is not displayed because 
the monthly breakdown was not available.  Both distributions show a distinct increase in 
summer visitation.  This is particularly true for the official summer season between 
Memorial Day in May and Labor Day in September.  Thus for recreation purposes, the 
lakes are most visited during the summer so economic benefits should be focused during 
this time.  A greater portion of Hartwell visitation is found during these summer months 
compared to Russell, suggesting that Hartwell is more seasonally dependant.   
 
 
Figure 5.12 - Percentage of Annual Visitors by Month for Russell and Hartwell 
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As stated earlier, Hartwell has some of the highest visitor rates for an USACE 
lake in the country at just over ten million visitors per year.  Thurmond also has high 
visitor rates approaching seven million annually, while Russell averages just over one 
million visitors.  Fewer visitors to Russell can be attributed to the distance from a major 
city, no residential housing on the lake, and fewer picnic and boat ramps available for 
public use.  Also, Thurmond and Hartwell were constructed much earlier and also have 
considerably more residential development.  In fact, there are over 12,000 and 2,000 
private boat docks on Hartwell and Thurmond, respectively, helping to attract more 
visitors.   
 
Figure 5.13 - Total Number of Visitors in 2006 for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond   
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Figure 5.14 - Lake Visitor Spending Distribution (USACE
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Thurmond values more closely match each other and are higher than Russell, as to be 
expected because of location and visitation rates. 
 
Table 5.3 - Visitor Value ($/visitor) for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond Reservoirs. 
 
Reservoir Visitor Value 
Hartwell  $            23.80  
Russell  $            17.95  
Thurmond  $            24.32  
  
Compiling the visitation and generation data from 2002-2008 gave the ability to 
compare allocation on an economic basis.  Figure 5.15 gives the average monthly values 
for visitation and hydro energy spanning 2002-2008.  The energy value in this case was 
deemed the net energy benefit or the difference between the market and SEPA rates 
multiplied by the actual generation or net benefit described previously. 
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Figure 5.15 - Average Visitation and Energy Values from 2002-2008. 
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probabilities shown in Tables 5.4 – 5.5 were the critical values or least useful within the 
run.  These variables were then removed systematically from subsequent trials.  The least 
useful variable was removed each step until a single variable remained. 
 
Table 5.4 - Linear Regression Variable Summary  
 
LINEAR 
Rank of 
Usefulness Variable t -Value Probability 
1 In H 22.6 <.0001 
2 Elev R 8.0 <.0001 
3 Elev H 2.5 0.0147 
4 In T 0.9 0.3882 
5 Elev T -0.9 0.3463 
6 In R -0.9 0.3860 
 
 
Table 5.5 - Nonlinear Regression Variable Summary 
 
NON LINEAR 
Rank of 
Usefulness Variable t -Value Probability 
1 Elev R 16.03 <.0001 
2 In H 7.85 <.0001 
3 In T -2.12 0.0349 
4 Elev H 1.53 0..1273 
5 In R -1.20 0.2301 
6 Elev T -0.51 0.6118 
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 Multivariable linear and nonlinear regression proved to provide conclusive 
evidence on the controlling factors that drive the system energy production.  The analysis 
showed that even though Thurmond controls the minimum flow requirements 
downstream, its characteristics are the least influential parameters operationally.  
Although the importance of Thurmond was not challenged, the regression showed that 
Thurmond variables were the least useful parameters in the study.  This could possibly be 
expected because the basin is operated as a system rather than an individual reservoir.  
Hartwell and Russell are operated to help meet the variety of user demands.   
Furthermore, with strict minimum flow requirements downstream, the operation of 
Thurmond is the most consistent which leads to a less than useful parameter because 
baseline flows are met no matter what the elevation or inflow to Thurmond, lending to 
partial slopes having less useful correlations.    
 The most dominant factors for the Savannah River Basin were the local inflow to 
Hartwell and the elevation of Russell.  For USACE, the local Hartwell basin is the 
starting point of the entire Savannah River basin.  Inflows to Hartwell will pass through 
each of the three power plants before being released to the Savannah River; therefore, 
inflows to Hartwell are not only more influential to the system but also more valuable 
because the full energy potential of the Savannah River Basin will be collected.  This 
could also give further evidence for maintaining Hartwell at a higher elevation for 
increased energy production.  The elevation of Russell was also seen as one of the most 
dominant factors in the basin.  With a small conservation pool and local watershed, 
initially Russell is seen as inconsequential; however pumpback operations are only 
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considered when other factors in the basin are observed.  The unique capabilities and 
operations of Russell lead to strong correlations with energy generation; yet models with 
both Hartwell Inflow and Russell Elevation were often stronger than individual variable 
trials.  
 Nonlinear regression appeared to support the same strong correlation factors as 
the linear.  Weaker variables were ranked slightly differently, yet the strongest remained 
the same- Hartwell Inflows and Russell Elevation.   
 
Inflow Data Analysis 
 
 Acknowledging the importance of inflows to not only the ecological health of the 
basin but also hydropower generation, monthly inflow data was complied and graphed to 
observe changes, trends, and correlations with other analysis performed in this project. 
 Monthly inflow data for the three reservoirs are shown in Figure 5.16.  As 
expected, the inflows for the basins are significantly higher during the spring months than 
at other times of the year.  Again, the inflow data was calculated from dam operations 
and the stage-storage relationship described previously.  Thus, evaporation is accounted 
for with reduced inflows during warm time periods.  Monthly data for each reservoir 
from 1985-2008 can be seen in Appendix H.  Comparison between historic inflow 
averages over the entire duration of each reservoir project, over 40 and 50 years for 
Hartwell and Thurmond, were compared to the 1985-2008 averages in Figures 5.17 to 
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5.19 and the relative change in local inflow is provided in Table 5.6.  This was done to 
assess changes in regional weather or local runoff. 
 
 
5.16 - Local Basin Inflow Average from 1985-2008 
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5.17 - Historic and 25 Year Average Inflow for the Local Hartwell Basin 
 
 
5.18 - Historic and 25 Year Average Inflow for the Local Russell Basin 
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5.19 - Historic and 25 Year Average Inflow for the Local Thurmond Basin 
 
Table 5.6 - Relative Change in Local Averaged Inflows 
Relative Change from Historic Average Inflows to the 
1985-2008 Average Inflows 
Hartwell Russell Thurmond 
Jan -11% 3% -36% 
Feb -8% 4% -23% 
Mar -12% -1% -26% 
Apr -17% 1% -48% 
May -23% 1% -40% 
Jun -14% 5% -31% 
Jul -7% 9% -37% 
Aug 1% 0% -24% 
Sep 2% 0% -25% 
Oct -8% 0% -19% 
Nov -1% 0% -20% 
Dec -5% -2% -32% 
Average -9% 2% -30% 
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 The change in inflow values between the 40 to 50 year averages was very 
significant.  Relative changes from the complete historic set are -9% and -30% for 
Hartwell and Thurmond, respectively.  This translates to a reduction of over 22,000 ac-ft 
and 78,000 ac-ft of inflow per month for each reservoir.  Russell, due to its age, does not 
show the same trends because its historic values have only about 26 years worth of data, 
thus the minimal difference.  The distributions between the averages appear consistent; 
however, the magnitude of the reduced flows is alarming because of the impact it has on 
the entire basin.  
The 25 years data could be a part of a meteorological cycle or a continuous trend 
with changing weather patterns.  Conclusions by Haney and Plummer (2007) advised that 
single data sets, even large populations, could provide skewed information if the data did 
not consider the entire basin management objectives.  With this in mind, the 25 years and 
historic data sets, as well as others not seen here, are important in the consideration for 
future projections.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMANDATIONS  
  
 Due to the diverse reservoir system and the incorporated interest of many parties, 
agencies and individuals, any operational strategy will favor one allocation or location in 
the basin over another.  Although this is the case, the comprehensive sustainability of the 
reservoir network is necessary to provide the best use of water for all parties involved.  
Of course, this is available for interpretation, and evaluation of such considerations 
should be made on an annual, semi-annual, or seasonal basis to maintain an appropriate 
priority structure, as regional needs and weather conditions will inevitably change.   
 
Dependable Yield 
 
 It is clear from the energy analysis that the current energy contract does not reflect 
dependable energy for the Savannah River Basin reservoirs.  Considering the dependable 
energy yield suggested by Lavender and Donnelly (2003) and a risk of 1:10, the weekly 
energy targets on average would need to be reduced by approximately 40% of their 
current value.  This reduction would give reliability approaching 90%.  It was also 
observed that small changes in energy could prove to have large change in reliability as 
suggested by Lavender and Donnelly (2003) and witnessed from trends in figures found 
in Appendix D.  Additionally, the contract targets are met only between 20-60% of the 
time.  This illustrates the fact that in the last 25 years, more than half the observations 
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have been below contract.  Due to the absence of penalties for SEPA and USACE if the 
contract is not met, there is no incentive to meet the energy contract over other 
allocations.  While the hydropower generation is one of the founding reasons for the 
construction of the dams and reservoirs, the hydropower priority compared to other uses 
is rather insignificant.  Essentially, the energy generation is a secondary consequence of 
managing the Savannah River Basin.  It is a byproduct while managing the reservoirs to 
achieve other goals such as: municipal water supply, flood and drought control, and water 
quality for fish and wildlife.  The use of “energy target” instead of “energy contract” 
more accurately represents the objects and priority of hydroelectric power in the 
Savannah River Basin. 
 The analysis shows a dependable energy yield that is influenced by reservoir and 
basin operational as described by Wurbs (2005).  The critical period of drought has been 
eclipsed since the time of the energy contract.  However, it is believed that the energy 
contract was not based solely on the dependable yield of the basin but rather a loftier 
target.  The definition of firm yield described by Crompton and Stroft (2007) with the 
ability to maintain yield with dry conditions should be considered in new contract targets.  
A new energy contract is scheduled to be negotiated in 2016 and lower targets could 
surely be justified.  Hopefully, analysis presented here will assist in reestablishing new 
contract targets.   
 The annual energy produced of the last 25 years, which is not necessarily a 
contracted target, is on average, about 10% above the contract expectations.  
Additionally, the median value or 50th percentile over the past 25 years is 99.97% of the 
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contract amount.  This results in the energy being above the contract, one out of two 
years.  Considering the average and median amounts, years exceeding the energy contract 
outweighed years of under-production.  While this is still only a reliability of 50%, it 
could suggest that the annual total is sufficient for the system.  It is not surprising that the 
current contract is met most often throughout the spring months, because spring rains 
bring the majority of the water through runoff to the basin.  Moreover, the energy targets 
in spring are the lowest during this time. Initially, this is counter intuitive to have the 
highest stream flows and yet lowest energy targets during the same season.  However, the 
spring season transitions the basin from winter pool elevations to higher summer full pool 
elevations.  This translates to a large increase in storage volume to then be maintained 
throughout the remainder of the summer and into the fall.  This operation consideration 
also allows the reservoir network ample ability to absorb high variations of inflow due to 
the spring rains.  It also all but eliminates downstream flooding while raising the 
reservoirs elevation for more efficient energy production, which also leads to additional 
recreational benefits.  Having low energy targets in spring and raising the elevation of the 
reservoirs help the system produce more energy throughout the rest of the year because of 
the increased head on the turbines from higher reservoir elevations.  Low spring and high 
summer elevations also shift the amount of energy capable of being produced later in the 
year when the market rates are higher, giving more net benefit to the region.   
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SEPA Rates 
 
 The objective of SEPA is to provide electricity to the region at the lowest possible 
rate (SEPA, Annual Report, 2007).  While the rates are determined by SEPA for the 
repayment of the construction loan, the USACE determines how much energy will be 
produced by managing the reservoir network.  The amount of energy produced relies 
nearly entirely on the amount of water entering the system from stream flow and runoff.  
Dry years mean less inflow and therefore less energy production.  If the amount of energy 
is below SEPA’s projections, the previously calculated energy rate will not pay off the 
construction loan in the appropriate timeframe.  SEPA rates are recalculated every five 
years, unless extreme circumstances occur and amendments need to be made.  This is 
avoided as much as possible.  The dependable yield or firm energy yield calculated in this 
analysis should also be considered by SEPA when estimating energy production in the 
future.  Even though the hydroelectric energy in the region accounts for only two percent 
of the overall demand, fluctuations in energy rates can have a detrimental effect 
economically, particularly for industry.  Analysis showed that the dependable energy 
yield has a very low variation month to month.  This yield should assist in calculating the 
SEPA energy rate, which is also constant throughout the year.   
A dependable yield with 90% reliability may cause SEPA energy rates to 
increase.   However, SEPA’s Debt Service Coverage Ratio, which describes the ability to 
repay the construction loan, would certainly be more consistent and desirable.  Since 
about 90% of the cost of the reservoirs is to be recovered by energy production (SEPA, 
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Annual Report, 2007), ensuring the targets are met is imperative for sound accounting 
strategies.  With a 90% reliable system, expectations of production are lower, lending to 
less risk and more consistent energy rates.  Higher rates would most likely ensue but for 
planning purposes the rates end up more consistent year to year.  Also, just by definition, 
the dependable yield will lend itself to excess energy in nine out of ten years giving 
benefit to the consumers.  Higher SEPA rates with less risk would potentially allow the 
construction debt to be paid off more quickly.  Once the principal is paid off, energy rates 
would basically be based off the operation, maintenance, and renovation costs of the 
reservoir projects.  Inherently, this should be less than the current amount and lead to a 
reduction in rates in the long term.  Once again, this maintains SEPA’s mission statement 
of providing the cheapest energy possible to the public.   
 
Visitation 
 
 Visitation to the lakes is very high compared to other USACE operated lakes in 
the country and provides an inherent value to the region economically.  In 2006 alone, 
visitor spending in the basin lakes amounted to nearly $400,000,000 and supported about 
5700 jobs in the region (USACE, Value to the Nation-Watershed Report, 2006).  The 
value of visitors to the area cannot be denied and should certainly be considered in 
operation strategies.  This could be seen in attempting to maintain the lakes closer to the 
guide curve, particularly during increased tourism rates from April to September.  Also, 
for comparison with energy value, the visitation was significantly more valuable but also 
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more consistent.  This supports Debnath et al. (2009) analysis of Tenkiller Ferry Lake in 
Oklahoma that also showed visitation values were greater than energy sales, while 
refuting Ward and Lynch (1996).  The high visitation rates in the Savannah River Basin 
were the main reasons for the overpowering visitation value.  The location of the 
Savannah District on the more populated Eastern seaboard draws more visitors than the 
sparsely populated regions with previous studies in the Midwest.  Since neither recreation 
nor energy generation is currently a controlling factor in the operation of the Savannah 
River Basin, maintaining lake levels should weigh more heavily on operation than energy 
demands. This of course needs to be balanced with downstream user needs and rights.  
 The economic influences of reservoirs and watersheds are certainly enormous.  
Likewise, pricing techniques and quantifiable assets are also large in magnitude and 
depth.  The focus of this project reflected only two aspects of the basin- energy and 
visitation.  The impact of additional factors such as property values, environmental and 
habitat preservation costs, and water quality assurance all maintain significant impact in 
economic studies.  The sheer complexity and size of such analysis did not allow further 
investigation with this project; however, the literature review displayed additional 
techniques for future consideration.   
 
Regression 
 
 The multivariable linear and nonlinear regression analysis reveals important 
qualitative operational considerations for the Savannah River Basin.  The inflow to the 
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Hartwell reservoir has the strongest correlation to estimate the production of energy from 
the three reservoirs from the linear regression analysis.  This supports work by Takeuchi 
(1998) that also displayed the importance of reservoir inflows in the operation of a 
watershed with linear regression.  Nonlinear regression also supported Hartwell inflows 
as one of the strongest correlations with system generation. The local inflow of Hartwell 
produces about 25% more energy per ac-ft than the other reservoirs because of higher 
head on the turbines. Also, the local Hartwell inflows will inevitably pass through the 
Russell and Thurmond power plants.  Thus, inflows to Hartwell are more efficient and 
have a greater energy potential than other inflows which leads to Hartwell’s inflow 
significance.  In fact, inflows to Hartwell account for over 70% of the energy produced in 
the basin because the Hartwell inflows are included in the net inflows of Russell and 
Thurmond, which will also produce energy.  For these reasons, it is not surprising that 
Hartwell inflows bare such significance to the Savannah River Basin energy production.  
Focusing forecasting and data collection in the local Hartwell watershed should provide 
the most efficient use of resources for the management of the entire Savannah Basin. 
 Both linear and nonlinear regression determined that another significant factor in 
the Savannah River Basin was the elevation of the Russell reservoir.  Initially, this 
influence is difficult to assess because the reservoir only fluctuates a few feet within a 
narrow operation range.  The drainage basin and conservation pool for Russell is much 
smaller than the other reservoirs creating a more sensitive variable.  Additionally, the 
pumpback capabilities are very important in the operation of Russell.  The pumpback 
capabilities of Russell are only utilized when other basin characteristics are also reached. 
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High or low elevations of Russell and Thurmond, among other considerations, indicate 
whether pumpback energy will be used.  This helps to decide the potential of the entire 
Savannah River Basin.  For these reasons Russell’s elevation was shown to be influential 
in predicting the system energy generation.  
Even though Thurmond controls releases for downstream users and is the focus of 
many agencies, it is clear that the entire basin is operated to meet the energy and flow 
requirements of the basin.  The regression analysis can assist in determining the system 
generation as a part of forecasting models.  Significant amounts of regression analysis for 
day to day operations and other influences to the entire Savannah basin could be done to 
further assist in prediction models, including contract and seasonal constraints. 
 
Inflow Data 
 
The inflow data supported expectations of variable distribution between months.  
The magnitude of the inflows was not assessed to meet particular demands or 
reliabilities; however the relative reduction of 25 year averages from historic averages 
was very significant in scale. This suggests a change in expected inflows for the basin, 
which inherently drive the operation of the reservoirs.  Noting that the 25 year average 
has sufficient data points not to be skewed drastically by a single outlier, the difference 
between the 25 year and historic average inflows is alarming.  This change in weather 
patterns, as similarly discussed by Aspen Environmental Group and M. Cubed (2005), 
will obviously yield different energy amounts.  The weather and hydrologic cycle are 
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dynamic processes that constantly shift and reshape conditions; moreover, a target energy 
contract and expectations from the system should reflect the similar fluidity of nature.  
Currently, forecasts are made weeks, months and seasons into the future with an 
acceptable amount of error.  Policies, contracts and agreements should also instill this 
flexibility of expectations for watershed systems.  A current example of this could be that 
there is currently no penalty to the USACE or SEPA for not meeting the energy amount 
because the reservoir operations rely almost completely on nature which has been shown 
to provide extreme high and low inflow variations.  
If weather conditions continue to change, the priority and allocation of water 
resources must also adjust accordingly.  This is especially true if dryer weather patterns 
persist and population continues to grow at current rates.  Water regulations and policies 
between parties and states will become more and more strained and ever more valuable.  
Continued analysis of the Savannah River Basin and southeast is necessary for optimum 
management of our natural resources.   
 
Future and Continued Work 
 
 The potential for future research within the Savannah River Basin is enormous, as 
well as, the fields of reservoir management and resource optimization.  At this point in 
time, there is ongoing work that considers the optimization of the Savannah District’s 
reservoir operation with respect to energy production and lake levels.  Also, a separate 
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study is further delving into the impact the reservoir system has on the region through 
economic and environmental conditions.   
There is a broad spectrum of fields and professions influenced by a watershed and 
an equally large number of opportunities for additional work.  As society continues to 
develop and grow, creating a sustainable environment while maximizing the overall 
potential of the assets within it becomes more and more important.  Research is a 
fundamental way to find these solutions and needs to be carried out continually to address 
the ever changing factors of nature and the needs of society. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
YEARLY BREAKDOWN FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION 
 
 
 Appendix A shows the weekly system generation for the Savannah River Basin 
reservoirs: Hartwell, Richard B. Russell, and J. Strom Thurmond power plants.  The 
“contract value” displays the energy objective for the system, while the distribution of 
observed energy values can be compared.   Weeks of the year are indexed with Week 1 
being the first energy week of the year; this would be the first Friday of January and 
progresses through to the last Friday in December.  Data points near the “Contract” line 
would be more desirable because it would be efficient relative to the contract; however, 
points above give additional benefit yet could be stored for later use if not at the storage 
capacity. 
 
 
Figure A.1 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2008 
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Figure A.2 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2007 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.3 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2006  
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Figure A.4 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.5 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2004 
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Figure A.6 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2003 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.7 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2002 
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Figure A.8 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2001 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.9 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 2000 
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Figure A.10 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1999 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.11- Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1998 
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Figure A.12 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1997 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.13 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1996 
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Figure A.14 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1995 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.15- Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1994 
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Figure A.16 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1993 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.17- Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1992 
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Figure A.18 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1991 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.19 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1990 
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Figure A.20 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1989 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.21 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1988 
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Figure A.22 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1987 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.23 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1986 
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 Figure A.24 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1985 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.25 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 1984 
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APPENDIX B 
 
MONTHLY BREAKDOWN FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION 
 
 
Appendix B shows the weekly system generation for the Savannah District 
projects: Hartwell, Richard B. Russell, and J. Strom Thurmond power plants with respect 
to individual months.  The “contract value” displays the energy objective for the system, 
while the distribution of observed energy values can be compared.   Weeks of the year 
are indexed with Week 1 being the first energy week of the particular month in 1984; this 
would be the first Friday of the month and progresses through to 2008(9).  With 25 years 
and either four or five weeks in each month, this provides over 100 data points for each 
month. 
 
 
 
Figure B.1 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in January 
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Figure B.2 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in February 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.3 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in March 
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Figure B.4 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in April 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.5 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in May 
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Figure B.6 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in June 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.7 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in July 
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Figure B.8 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in August 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.9 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 
 September 
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Figure B.10 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 
 October 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.11 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 
 November 
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 Figure B.12 - Weekly Energy Generation for Hartwell, Russell, and Thurmond in 
 December 
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APPENDIX C 
 
MONTHLY GENERATION: CONTRACT, AVERAGE, AND MEDIAN 
 
 
 Appendix C shows the contract amount of energy with the average and median 
values of each month for comparison purposes.  The median value is synonymous with 
the amount of energy reached in one out of two data observations.  The average can often 
be skewed due to outliers created by flood conditions in the basin.  Months are grouped 
by season for additional side-by-side comparisons. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C.1 - Weekly generation statistics by month for the Winter Season 
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Figure C.2 - Weekly generation statistics by month for the Spring Season 
 
 
 
Figure C.3 - Weekly generation statistics by month for the Summer Season 
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Figure C.4 - Weekly generation statistics by month for the Fall Season 
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APPENDIX D 
 
FREQUENCY OF WEEKLY GENERATION 
 
 
 Appendix D displays the frequency of meeting the energy contract with respect to 
the observed energy produced.  The frequency was determined by the effective ranked 
percentile of the generation in a week for a particular month.  Percentile functions from 
the 5th to 95th in steps of 5 were calculated in addition to the 1st and 99th percentile.   
Where the “Contract” line crosses the data line, the corresponding percent of meeting the 
contract energy is found- often below 50% of the time.  The 90th percentile was also 
considered a firm energy yield for reliability analysis. 
 
 
 
Figure D.1 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for January 
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Figure D.2 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for February 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.3 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for March 
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Figure D.4 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for April 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.5 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for May 
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Figure D.6 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for June 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.7 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for July 
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Figure D.8 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for August 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.9 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for September 
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Figure D.10 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for October 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.11 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for November 
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Figure D.12 - Frequency of meeting energy amounts during 1984-2008 for December 
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APPENDIX E 
 
BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 
 
  
 A fundamental relationship for many calculations and analysis rests on the 
relationship between elevation (ft-msl) and storage volume (ac-ft).   The relationship of 
the storage is founded in the topography of the reservoir itself.  The nature between 
physical characteristics can give a difference in millions of gallons with only a few 
hundredths of a foot in elevation change.  The accuracy of the measures is very important 
in the analysis yet is debatable in many regards.   
 
 
 
 
Figure E.1 - Stage storage (elevation vs. volume) relationship for Hartwell Reservoir 
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Figure E.1 - Stage storage (elevation vs. volume) relationship for Richard B. Russell 
 Reservoir 
 
 
 
Figure E.1 - Stage storage (elevation vs. volume) relationship for Thurmond Reservoir 
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APPENDIX F 
 
SAS 9.2 OUTPUT 
 
 Appendix E displays print screens from the SAS 9.2 output for the multivariable 
linear and nonlinear regression analysis.   
 
 
 
 
Figure F.1 - Linear: 6 Variables  
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Figure F.2 - Linear:  5 Variables  
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Figure F.3 - Linear: 4 Variables  
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Figure F.4 - Linear: 3 Variables  
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Figure F.5 - Linear: 2 Variables  
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Figure F.6 - Linear: 1 Variable 
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Figure F.7 - Nonlinear Regression: 6 Variables 
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Figure F.8 - Nonlinear Regression: 5 Variables 
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Figure F.9 - Nonlinear Regression: 4 Variables 
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Figure F.10 - Nonlinear Regression: 3 Variables 
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Figure F.11 - Nonlinear Regression: 2 Variables 
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Figure F.12 - Nonlinear Regression: 1 Variable 
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APPENDIX H 
 
BASIN INFLOW DATA 
 
 
 Appendix H displays the variation of inflows over each month from 1985-2008.  
The three separate basins are graphed together for comparison purposes.  Hartwell and 
Thurmond basins are much larger than Russell and often display similar trends.  Negative 
values can occur when evaporation on the reservoir is greater than the local inflow.  The 
technique for establishing inflows also leads to error because the inflows are not 
measured directly but rather estimated from reservoir elevations and known releases. 
 
 
Figure H.1 - January Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
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Figure H.2 - February Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
 
 
 
Figure H.3 - March Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
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Figure H.4 - April Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
 
 
Figure H.5 - May Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
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Figure H.6 - June Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
 
 
 
Figure H.7 - July Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
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Figure H.8 - August Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
 
 
 
Figure H.10 - September Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month  
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Figure H.10 - October Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
 
 
 
Figure H.11 - November Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
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Figure H.12 - December Local Inflows Averaged Over the Month 
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